
Pivolok Deluxe 1-panel 32 1/2 - 37 in. 32 1/2" x 64 1/2" | 826 x 1638 mm

 

Perfect fit - MAAX adjustable shower and tub 
shower doors guarantee that your shower is 
securely mounted to your ceramic or acrylic 
walls and watertight. 

Watertight seal - MAAX shower doors are 
equipped with a number of parts and systems 
to ensure the optimal watertight performance of 
your shower door! 

Enjoyment without the worry - The ball bearing 
roller system, Sure-Glide track system, and 
bottom door guide make operating your shower 
panels a snap. 

Frameless look - MAAX shower and tub shower 
doors are always designed to highlight the soft, 
pure lines of the glass. 

Angled door threshold redirects water toward 
the inside of the door 

Reversible door adaptable to any installation 

110° adjustable pivot mechanism clears the 
tub surface completely 

Double water deflector redirects water toward 
the inside of the shower 

Frame-integrated channel redirects water 
toward the inside of the shower 

Full length aluminum pull reinforces door and 
doubles as a handle 

Full length magnetic catch concealed in the door 
edge which allows the door to close tightly 

KEY BENEFITS 

STANDARD FEATURE(S) 



Model Specifications, Options and Accessories 

Pivolok Deluxe 1-panel 32 1/2 - 37 in. 32 1/2" x 64 1/2" | 826 x 1638 mm 

 

Colors

Trim Finish(es)

Chrome 084 

Glass

Hammer 
tempered 
glass 965 

Colors shown are for reference purposes only and are subject to change without notice. Exact matches are not possible with your monitor display or printing method used.

 No Door Opening Glass Pattern Finish
Approx. 

Weight lb  
(kg)

PKG ft3  
(m3)

136435-900-001 

Left and right 

Clear tempered glass
White 

43 3.48
136435-900-084 

Chrome 136435-949-084 Design #49 tempered glass

136435-965-084 Hammer tempered glass

Radius: N/A  
Width: minimum: 32 1/2 in. maximum: 37 in.  
Standard Height: 64 1/2 in.  
Access: N/A  
Door Opening: Left and right  
Adjustment: 4 1/2 in. 


